The basic indicators of a researcher's productivity and impact are still the number of publications and their citation counts. These metrics are clear, straightforward, and easy to obtain. When a ranking of scholars is needed, for instance in grant, award, or promotion procedures, their use is the fastest and cheapest way of prioritizing some scientists over others. However, due to their nature, there is a danger of oversimplifying scientific achievements. Therefore, many other indicators have been proposed including the usage of the PageRank algorithm known for the ranking of webpages and its modifications suited to citation networks. Nevertheless, this recursive method is computationally expensive and even if it has the advantage of favouring prestige over popularity, its application should be well justified, particularly when compared to the standard citation counts. In this study, we analyze three large datasets of computer science papers in the categories of artificial intelligence, software engineering, and theory and methods and apply 12 different ranking methods to the citation networks of authors. We compare the resulting rankings with self-compiled lists of outstanding researchers selected as frequent editorial board members of prestigious journals in the field and conclude that there is no evidence of PageRank-based methods outperforming simple citation counts.
Introduction and related work
Ranking researchers has become very popular due to the possible applications in various hiring, promotion, grant, or award procedures, in which manual assessment can be efficiently supplemented with automated techniques. Apart from counting the research money granted, the easiest way to evaluate a researcher's performance is to estimate the quantity and quality of scholarly publications he/she has produced. The former concentrates on production (or productivity) and the latter on impact (or influence). In its basic form, production is the number of research papers a scientist has published and impact is the number of citations from other research publications these papers have attracted. These two simple indicators may already form a basis for an easy ranking of researchers (or authors as all of these evaluations are based on the authorship of research publications). One of the drawbacks of this simplistic approach is that it does not differentiate between popularity and prestige, i.e. it considers all citations as equivalent. In the practice, however, a citation by a Nobel Prize laureate is certainly more valuable than that by a doctoral student, a citation by a scientist with a high number of citations has probably more weight than that by a scholar with only a few citations, and many citations from the same researcher are apparently less worth than the same number of citations from many different scientists. All this motivated the application of "higherorder" evaluation methods (citations being a "first-order" method) such as PageRank to citation networks of authors.
The recursive PageRank algorithm by Brin and Page (1998) , the founders of Google, was originally meant to evaluate the importance of webpages on the basis of the link structure of the web. The principal idea is that an important webpage is itself linked to from other important webpages. Thus, a webpage can have a high rank if it has inlinks from many webpages with low ranks but also if it has inlinks from few webpages with high ranks. The rank of a webpage depends on the ranks of the webpages linking to it. In practice, the costly calculation of PageRank in a directed graph is done in an iterative fashion and more on this will be said in the following section. Even though a similar bibliometric concept was introduced by Pinski and Narin (1976) long before Google, the PageRank's property of being applicable to any directed graph was soon utilized in the analysis of citation networks to rank journals (Bollen et al., 2006; Bergstrom, 2007; González-Pereira et al., 2010) , papers (Chen et al., 2007; Walker et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2008; Yan and Ding, 2010) , authors (Fiala et al., 2008; Ding et al., 2009; Radicchi et al., 2009; Ding, 2011; Fiala, 2011; Yan and Ding, 2011; Fiala, 2012b; Fiala, 2013a; Nykl et al., 2014) , a combination of the three (Yan et al., 2011 ), institutions (Yan, 2014 , departments (Fiala, 2013b; Fiala, 2014) , countries (Ma et al., 2008; Fiala, 2012a) , or a mixture of the above entities (West et al., 2013) . In the many previous studies of ours we investigated various PageRank modifications with respect to the standard (baseline) PageRank and concluded that some of the variants performed better than the baseline in that they generated rankings closer to the human perception of a good ranking. In the present study, however, we consider simple citations as the baseline and the main research question is whether author rankings based on PageRank (and its variants) outperform citations in terms of better ranks assigned to outstanding researchers. If the answer was yes, the high computational cost of PageRank needed to overcome some deficiencies of citations would be well justified.
Let us remark in this place that PageRank-based (or, in general, recursive) ranking methods are only one branch of research performance evaluation techniques (in addition to standard publication and citation counts) with the other notable one being the family of h-and g-indices (Hirsch, 2005; Egghe, 2006 ) that combine both production and impact in a single number. These indices may obviously be used to rank authors as well, but they are not the concern of the present paper which is further organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly recall the substance of PageRank, its modifications used in our analysis, and other related methods and refer to the relevant literature for more details. In Section 3 we describe the dataset we examined, which consists of papers from three large computer science categories (artificial intelligence, software engineering, and theory & methods). In Section 4 we present and discuss the main results of our analysis and give a negative answer to the main research question asked in the title of this article. And finally, in the last section, we summarize the most important contributions and results of this study and propose some research lines for our future work.
Methods
Let us define the directed author citation graph as G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices (authors) and E is the set of edges (unique citations between authors). If author v cites author u (once or more times), there is an edge (v, u) ϵ E. Then, by the recursive definition, the PageRank score PR(u) of author u depends on the scores of all citing authors in the following way:
where d is the damping factor, which was set to 0.85 in the original web experiments by Brin and Page (1998) , and Ω is either the multiplicative inverse of the out-degree of v like in the standard PageRank or
like in the bibliographic PageRank by Fiala et al. (2008) , where
with w, b, and c being various coefficients determined from both the citation and the collaboration networks of authors which will be explained below. Note that as follows from
(1), an author with no citations (incoming edges) will still have a non-zero PageRank, which will be close to the multiplicative inverse of the total number of authors in the dataset. Of course, this will be influenced by the damping factor d, which was intitially determined empirically after the observation that a typical web user usually followed five links to other webpages and then chose a random webpage, e.g. by starting a new keyword search, thus resulting in about one sixth (≈ 0.15) of all transactions between webpages to be random.
Indeed, the total PageRank in the system (or network) should be 1 and the individual PageRanks of vertices are then the fractions of time a random surfer spends there. We refer to the paper by Diligenti et al. (2004) for an explanation of PageRank within a random walk framework. Other approaches to the PageRank problem include solving a linear system (Bianchini et al., 2005; Langville and Meyer, 2004) , but for practical reasons it is mostly computed dynamically in an iterative manner until convergence of subsequently generated rankings, which may be measured with Spearman's rank correlation coefficients. This is also the way we applied in our analysis with the maximum number of iterations set to 50, which was enough even with stricter convergence criteria and millions of nodes in the experiment by Brin and Page, and the damping factor set to 0.9 for the calculations to be consistent with our previous studies. (But we also experimented with other damping factors as will be said later in the paper.)
Let us now return to the coefficients w, b, and c appearing in the bibliographic version of (1) and thus in (2). Their combination will produce a weight of each citation between two authors. The key ideas are the following: a citation between two authors is more intense if it occurrs repeatedly (w u,v is the number of all citations from u to v); a citation from a colleague (who has coauthored some publications with the cited author) is considered less valuable than a citation from a foreign scientist who has no common papers with the cited author (c u,v is the number of collaborations of u and v), and the "collaboration penalty" is mitigated Because it was not the aim of this paper to redefine the bibliographic PageRank and its variants, for its formal definitions we refer to Fiala et al. (2008) and particularly to Fiala (2012) .
There is another recursive method related to PageRank which was invented independently of Brin and Page (1998) by Kleinberg (1999) . This technique is called HITS and proposes two scores for a webpage, authority and hubness, suggesting that a good authority will be linked to from good hubs and a good hub will link to good authorities. This mutually reinforcing relationship is expressed by the indirect recursion in the following formula:
where A(u) is the authority score of u and H(u) its hubness. A close relationship of HITS to PageRank was shown by Ding et al. (2002) . We included HITS in our experiments with author rankings and computed iteratively (similarly to PageRank) the authority scores of authors, which were then used to rank them. in descending order. In makes no sense to use the hubness score for the ranking because an author with a high hubness means a highly referencing author, whose prestige, however, may be low.
In addition to the computationally intensive "higher-order" methods PageRank and HITS, we also wanted to rank authors using simple, non-recursive techniques, which are sometimes called "first-order" methods. A prominent representative of this category is the simple citation counting (Citations), which is a well established metric of scientific impact and which we will consider as the baseline ranking method. Compared to PageRank, citations are not only cheap in terms of calculation and data collection, but they are also more transparent and easier to understand, which is a big advantage in research assessment.
Citations between authors can be easily extracted from the citation networks of papers we had at our disposal. But unlike paper citations that are distinct by nature, there are usually many duplicate citations between authors because researchers often refer to publications on a specific topic covered by a limited set of scholars. So it may well happen that a large number of citations come from a single author. Therefore, it may be useful to count the number of distinct citing authors rather than citations. In the author citation graph (without parallel edges), this number is the in-degree of nodes and we call this method In-degree consistently in this study as well as in our earlier articles although alternative names like "CitingAuthors"
would also be thinkable.
Thus, in total, we have these 12 author ranking methods: Citations (our baseline), Indegree (distinct citing authors), HITS (authority score), PR (standard PageRank), PR weighted
(weighted PageRank), and bibliographic PageRank variations PR collaboration, PR publications, PR allCoauthors, PR allDistCoauthors, PR allCollaborations, PR coauthors,
and PR allCoauthors whose rationale is explained above. We will apply these techniques to three large citation networks of computer science authors, generate author rankings, and try to answer the question raised in the title of this article.
Data
In middle 2013 we got access to programmatically download XML records with metadata on journal articles and conference papers from the well-known Web of Science (WoS) database.
These metadata typically included paper titles, author names, author emails, source titles (journal or conference names), publication years, links to citing papers as well as some other information. We were interested in three subcategories of computer science, namely Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Software Engineering (SE), and Theory & Methods (TM), which we wanted to inspect more closely. The choice of these three subcategories was determined by the research interests of the authors of this paper as well as by the necessity to balance the sufficient amount of data for analysis and the time (and costs) needed to acquire these data.
Finally, we managed to obtain 179,510 publication records in AI, along with 215,745 records in SE, and 159,107 records in TM. However, these document sets are not disjoint as we can see in Figure 1 . This is due to the fact that in the Web of Science papers belong to one or more subject categories or subcategories. Thus, there is an overlap of almost five thousand papers that are classified in each of the three subcategories with a slightly smaller overlap between AI and SE but substantially bigger intersections (by an order of magnitude) between AI and TM on the one hand and SE and TM on the other. In the latter case about a third of the documents are shared by both subcategories. This indicates well that software engineering and theory & methods are two closely related disciplines of computer science. All in all, we analyzed 546,678 publication records in this study.
Insert analyzed. The authors were only identified by their full surnames and first name and middle name initials, which was the usual way they were supplied in our WoS data. All in all, our primary goal was to present general ranking features rather than individual ranks although these are also provided for the reader's reference in the appendix.
Comparing author rankings is always tricky as there are no "ground truth values" for the ranks that would tell us whether a ranking method works well or not. The only viable option if such a standard (or reference) ranking does not exist is to have a reference set of "good" authors about whom we know that they should be ranked high by a good ranking and low by a "bad" ranking. We may compile a list of outstanding authors based on the winners of some prestigious computer science awards (Sidiropoulos and Manolopoulos, 2005; Fiala et al., 2008; Fiala, 2011; Fiala, 2012) 
Results and discussion
We applied all of the twelve ranking methods mentioned in Section 3 to the author citation always fall between 0 and 1. This is a very simple way how rankings with different numbers of authors may be compared. Alternatively, a ranking function might be used for the comparison of these rankings such as the normalized discounted cumulative gain (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) , but its more costly computation would likely not result in a better visualization than the boxplots in Figure 3 . As is usual with boxplots, the top edge of each bar marks the 75th percentile of the ranks assigned to the outstanding scholars by a particular ranking method and the bottom edge of each bar represents the 25th percentile. The short line dividing each box into two sections is the median rank. Please note that the lower the rank the better the position of a researcher because, obviously, rank 1 is better than rank 100 when speaking in absolute terms. (An optimum ranking, if there is one, would place all the authors from the reference set to top positions, e.g. 1 -32 in AI, and the box in its boxplot would be virtually invisible in Figure 3 .) There is also a straight line in each section of the chart denoting the median rank yielded by the simple citation counting, which we consider a baseline. As we may notice, PageRank-based variants always have a worse median rank than citations except for PR allCoauthors and PR allDistCoauthors in TM, where, however, they still have much worse maximum ranks. These two variants take into account the number of all (distinct) coauthors in the common publications of the citing and cited author and perform comparably well (but not better than) citations in SE. However, their reputation as the best PageRank variants does not hold in AI in which they perform worse than the other PageRanklike methods. Thus, it is inconclusive and we cannot say which PageRank-based methods are the best, but we can almost certainly claim that, on the basis of our experiment, there is no evidence that author ranking methods similar to PageRank outperform simple (and much cheaper) citation counts.
Insert Figure 3 here.
What is somewhat striking is the poor performance of HITS in SE but actually quite good scores in AI and TM. So, again, it is unclear whether HITS is better or worse than citations based on this experiment, similarly to our previous studies (Fiala et al. 2008; Fiala, 2011; Fiala, 2012) . On the other hand, the good performance of In-degree seems to be quite stable in Figure 3 where it slightly outperforms Citations in all three citation networks. (Let us recall that in In-degree citations from one author are counted only once so a high rank in In-degree may better indicate how well-known an author is in the community than simple citations. This feature of In-degree seems to be crucial for editorial board members.) To get some additional support for these conclusions, we ran another set of experiments the main results of which may be seen in Figure 4 . Despite the lack of compatible awards in the three disciplines under study and a different evaluation methodology of choice for the present analysis we mentioned earlier, this time the reference set of researchers, whose ranks yielded by various ranking methods we compared, consisted of 28 ACM A.M. Turing Award winners from 1991 to 2010 as described in Fiala (2012). As we may note, the median ranks achieved in AI are quite high and very low in SE and particularly in TM, which indicates that the Turing Award is more relevant for the latter two categories. Indeed, even the worst positions of the awardees based on TM data are still in the better half of the rankings, in contrast to AI and SE. And in addition, while there is no award winner missing in the TM rankings, there is one omission in SE and even 15 laureates missing in AI. Thus, although the PageRank-related methods perform roughly the same as simple citations in AI and TM and somewhat better in SE, due to the missing data and unequal relevance of the three computer science categories for the selected assessment methodology, we may probably conclude again that there is no evidence that PageRank-based rankings would outperform citation counts.
Insert Figure 4 here.
Let us note at this place that we carried out the whole analysis with the damping factor set to 0.9 for the study to be compatible with our earlier research, but we also tested a damping factor set to 0. HITS and PageRank scores are also presented (although they depend on many factors like the convergence criterion, damping factor, etc.) for the reader to get a clue how wide or narrow the gaps between the ranks are. But we will not discuss the standings of the individual authors in detail because the aim of this analysis was to evaluate various ranking methods as a whole rather than to assess individuals. As for the PageRank variant whose ranks differ most from the standard PageRank (PR allCoauthors), we found it by comparing pairwise Spearman correlations of the 12 rankings in each of the three computer science categories. From the heatmaps in Figure 5 it is quite obvious that there are three groups of rankings: Citations and
In-degree are, as expected, very closely related as are PageRank and its modifications while HITS is a stand-alone category. However, even though all the correlations are very high (more than 0.8), we must be aware that this is true for rankings with well over 100,000
authors. Rankings with far fewer authors (e.g. 100, 500, or 1000), which are much more common in reality, would very probably have considerably lower correlations.
Insert Figure 5 here.
Let us now return to the evaluation methodology again. Besides editorial board members (or conference programme committee members, which is the same in essence but less appropriate with WoS data where conference papers are known to be absent or scarcely present) as the reference set of outstanding researchers, an alternative approach are lists of various computer science award winners. As we have said, we used this methodology successfully in the past (Fiala et al., 2008; Fiala, 2011; Fiala, 2012) and although the research goals set in those studies were different, it is easy to check that even then the PageRank-based methods mostly did not perform better than simple citations. In this analysis, we intentionally avoid prize awardees in order to test the viability of the current approach with editorial board members.
Regarding author name disambiguation, even though no merging and/or unmerging of author names was performed prior to the analysis and the WoS data were treated "as is", we believe
that the results of our study are still valid. We have shown in our earlier work (Fiala, 2011) that analyzing even much more inconsistent CiteSeer data may lead to relevant conclusions.
And while we recognize that some of the names presented in the tables in the appendix may need disambiguation or merging (as may also some others in lower positions not shown there), their individual ranks are actually not so important as the aggregate values displayed in Figure 3 . As none of the ranking methods applied disambiguates author names, we expect the overall trend not to change even if all of them did.
Finally, let us speculate a little bit about the reasons of the disappointing performance of the PageRank-based methods as compared to simple citations. The most straightforward explanation seems to be that the evaluation methodology (editorial board membership) itself relies on pure citations. This appears to be a valid point since members of journal editorial boards are usually persons of high repute, well known in their scientific community, who publish frequently and are often cited by other researchers. The same is certainly true also for conference programme committee chairs or members or for computer science award winners.
On the other hand, PageRank and related techniques are concerned with the quantity of citations as well as with their quality. They reflect prestige rather than popularity. In this context, it would seem that the editorial board members of the journals we selected for our analysis were chosen on the basis of popularity rather than prestige. Interestingly, a similar observation may be made for the award winners in our previous studies (e.g. Fiala et al, 2008) , where, however, the baseline method was the standard PageRank and not citations.
Even in studies where author credit was distributed in a slightly different (West et al., 2013) or a more different (Radicchi et al., 2009) way, a high correlation with simple citations was reported. We can see no reason why this bias of the assessment methodology towards simple citations should be absent when conference programme committee members are used as a reference set. In fact, all thinkable evaluation approaches (including peer judgement) are based on citations to some extent and we are not aware of any exception. If such an exceptional approach existed, it would be interesting to run our experiments again and see if the outcome is different.
Conclusions and future work
The quality of researchers is often assessed using basic scientometric indicators like the number of publications and citations and even though many other more advanced metrics have been proposed, in principle they always rely on the publication output and impact of a scholar. One of these more advanced techniques is the PageRank algorithm which was originally conceived to rank webpages but has been successfully used to evaluate authors of research papers as well. This algorithm is recursive in nature and requires dozens of iterations over the whole citation network to generate a stable ranking of authors. Thus, it is quite costly compared to simply counting citations and the key question is whether it is worth of it. Does
PageRank benefit author rankings compared to citation counts? In this study we tried to address this problem and our response to the question is negative. In particular, we made the following contributions:
We created large citation networks of authors from 179,510 papers in artificial intelligence, 215,745 papers in software engineering, and 246,391 papers in theory & methods -subfields of computer science -by programmatically querying the Web of Science database.
We compiled lists of editorial board members of prestigious journals in each category to have three reference sets of outstanding researchers and generated 12 rankings of authors using various methods including citation counts, PageRank, and its modifications.
We compared the rankings with each other by visualizing their basic statistics on boxplot charts and depicting their correlations on heatmaps.
The main findings of our study are the following:
There is no evidence of PageRank-based author rankings outperforming simple citation counts in terms of better mean or median ranks assigned to the authors in a reference set of prestigious scholars in a computer science category.
From the PageRank modifications, the variant with considering all coauthors in common publications of the citing and cited authors seems to work best. The performance of HITS is unstable and the ranking that takes into account citations only from distinct authors (In-degree) appears to yield better results than standard citation counts.
All PageRank-based rankings are very highly correlated with each other, while HITS and citations-based rankings are the other two distinct ranking groups. Still, all the 12 rankings under study are rather strongly correlated with Spearman's rho being 0.8 at least.
In our future work, we would like to concentrate also on other categories of computer science or on other scientific fields. We intend to extend our experiments and further investigate some Top artificial intelligence editorial board members and their ranks achieved by various ranking methods 
